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Directive # 7 

“Remember, You are never alone, I am with you always, to the end of time” 

See, I have God for my help! 

Returning from Portugal and digesting all the experiences of all the beautiful places we visited. 

We also went to Fatima what an experience that was. People going on their knees for a mile some 

wore kneepads but many just on their knees while praying the Rosary. It was a very hot day, 

sometimes relatives or friends would walk with them handing them water and encouraging them 

to go on. Thousand people of all walks of live. In the chapel, the rich kneeled, next to the very 

poor, - deep in prayer.  

Each and every day one is reminded of the splendor of the beautiful earth God gave us to enjoy 

and to take care of. The fabulous buildings of eons past, the amazing rock formations of the 

Albufeira (Praia) thousands of years wind and waves have thundered against these rocks with 

amazing results 

So many disasters have hit us in the very recent time. Earthquakes in Mexico; Bombings in 

England and many other places. Hurricanes, Typhoons, and Tornadoes. Flooding’s… so many 

people are dying they need our HELP. Lots of prayers, but certainly monetary donations, clothing 

contribute food, household goods. Not only to the recent disaster victims, but check out also in our 

own area. Some are homeless because of loss of job, or runaways. Find out which community 

groups are actively organizing in real live help. Volunteer. 

Visit the lonely, the elderly. 

Recently I had an experience that shook me very much. On a day of  rest in Portugal, we decided 

to go to the beach for a swim. There sat a young woman against the wall hunched over, her hair 

covering her face a little plate in front of her. She had a piece of paper in her hand folded and 

unfolded it over and over again. I could see she was ashamed to be in that position. She also looked 

like she was not used to do this. This bothered me greatly, I went back with some money and I 

wanted to talk with her to see if I could help. She was gone. I looked everywhere and asked others 

if they had seen her. Why did I not respond immediately?  I could not get her out of my mind.  
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I have learned, to react immediately, not to think it over to much. My heart told me she was in 

need. I was overly cautious. We are soo told never to pull our wallets out we could be targeted and 

all that. What about this young woman, what happened to her to get her into this position. 

In the churches and on many areas there were appeals to help the refugees. Back home I listened 

to a sermon that was so fitting. He talked about that Jesus tells us we need to work along with 

everyone to help. It is our concern, and deserves our love and understanding. With his permission 

I quote some of his sermon. 

His wording: “Living and working together in a community with others isn’t something we have 

easily acquired. When we were little children, we had to learn to put aside words like “my”, “me” 

and “mine” In the teen years, the struggle with self-centeredness while at the same time we wanted 

to belong. Sometimes it wasn’t easy to know and to ultimately making the choice to belong to the 

Catholic Christian Community. 

Selfish individualism, egoism and the desire to control others are often surfacing. Let’s talk about 

stuff that happens often in organizations as well as in some families: backbiting, jealousies, 

cynicism, disenchantment, and loss of trust enter often into our lives. St. Paul’s epistles is directed 

at such things. These things are not only the sign of our times, it happened even then.” 

Because he loved them, he did not hesitate to criticize them, and make suggestions on resolving 

their differences. In our world we need to learn how to respect what the person is telling us. We 

need to teach our children, that not all criticism is meant to be hurtful but as a tool to teach. It is 

important for our grows, - if we want to excel. However it is important how we address the person 

so it will not hurt or being unnecessarily harsh, or negative and belittling. This will defeat the 

purpose of Christian living. We also need to be able to tell the other person: “autsch, that hurt”, 

Often they don’t realize that it would hurt, and, oftentimes it was not their intention. 

We need to put our attention to Peace Building. Through much prayers, and actions Development 

of Peace is one such organization. They always need volunteers to help. 

Help is needed Economic and Community Development, and Peace; Maternal and Child Health 

and Peace; Basic Education and Literacy and Peace; Disease Prevention and Treatment and Peace, 

and Environmental Sustainability and Peace;  

We need to remember our Elderly their loneliness, visits and hugs is often all that is needed.  

Human Trafficking is still very much in need of being aware of. Stronger laws are needed.  Not 

only punishing the persons who traffic these unfortunates, but definitely the persons who are using 

these services. Recently I wrote letters and emailed them to our government in regards of this-, 

and the issues of protecting healthcare persons Dr.’s and Nurses from forcing them of having to 

make the decision of mercy killing or whatever they call it today. I actually got several answers. 

So be assured, the more we involve ourselves in important moral Christian Issues we might get 

someone to listen.   

.  Gods Blessings to you and yours. 

   Helga 


